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ABOUT
FRIGOBLOCK

YOUR
BENEFITS

FRIGOBLOCK Grosskopf GmbH,
founded as kuk kunststoff- und
kältetechnik Grosskopf GmbH
in 1978, quickly developed into
the number one manufacturer
of transport refrigeration machines in Germany. The name
FRIGOBLOCK became the brand
name for unsurpassed powerful, environmentally friendly and
cost-saving transport refrigeration machines. This was one of
the reasons why FRIGOBLOCK,
in 1991, became part of the company’s name.

Today, FRIGOBLOCK Grosskopf
GmbH is the third-largest European supplier of transport refrigeration machines. With a workforce of 150 at the headquarters
in Essen, Germany, the company
produces up to 2,500 high-capacity refrigeration machines a year.

FRIGOBLOCK Grosskopf GmbH
Postf./P.O.Box 11 02 39
D-45332 Essen
Weidkamp 274, D-45356 Essen

FRIGOBLOCK UK Limited
Chandos House, School Lane
Buckingham, Bucks. MK18 1HD

T + 49 (0)201/ 61301-0
F + 49 (0)201/ 61301-48
email@frigoblock.com
www.frigoblock.com

T + 44 (0)1280 /8249-33
F + 44 (0)1280 /8249-34
sales@frigoblockuk.com
www.frigoblock.com

ECO-FRIENDLY
Do you want to provide environmentally-sound transpor t?
With up to 75% less CO 2 and
with highly efficient refrigerant
R410A fitted as standard,
FRIGOBLOCK has set the benchmark for environmentally-sound
transport refrigeration technology.

QUALIT Y-ENHANCING
Do you want to provide the best
transport service quality?
Whether it is -30°C, 0°C or +30°C:
thanks to very high cooling and
heat ing capacities, optimum air
distribution and an innovative
control system, FRIGOBLOCK refrigeration units always provide
exactly the right temperature for
the load – regardless of the outside temperature.

POWERFUL
Do you want more refrigeration per formance for all applications? FRIGOBLOCK refrigeration units offer the highest refrigeration, heating and air flow
capacity and therefore guarantee
optimal cooling performance for
each and ever y product – even
with numerous door openings
and especially in multi-compartment transport.
LOW TOTAL COST
OF OWNERSHIP
Do you want the highest level of
profitability? As thousands of satisfied FRIGOBLOCK customers
already know: with its extremely
low fuel consumption, high performance, very short downtimes and
long service life, FRIGOBLOCK
refrigeration units are extremely
cost-effective.

Today, over 40,000 FRIGOBLOCK
transport refrigeration machines
give reliable service on roads
throughout Europe. Over 150 professional partners provide service to FRIGOBLOCK customers
all over Europe; maintaining and
repairing the machines to ensure
a high level of availability.

FUEL-EFFICIENT
Do you want to save on fuel
costs? Thanks to the alternator
drive system and advanced cooling technology with its high degree of efficiency, FRIGOBLOCK
refrigeration units require up to
75% less fuel to produce substantially higher cooling and heating capacities than conventional
diesel-powered transpor t refrigeration units.

LIGHT WEIGHT
Do you want to profit from more
payload? The standard alternator drive system and the ver y
latest in refrigeration technology allow weight savings of up to
400 kg compared to conventional
diesel-powered refrigeration units.
More payload, day after day.
EASY TO MAINTAIN
Do you want to maximise your
uptime? With FRIGOBLOCK,
maintenance work can be carried
out quickly and without the need
to enter a loaded vehicle. If required, units can be exchanged
in a matter of minutes.
FUTURE-PROOF
Do you want to use the technology of the future today? With
FRIGOBLOCK, the electric drive
has been standard for more than
40 years making FRIGOBLOCK
refrigeration units totally compatible with today’s low emission
vehicles, which includes those
equipped with hybrid and electric drive systems.

